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How To Solve Any  
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INSIDE
The Truth About the IRS “Pennies on the Dollar”  
Settlement Program (Does it Really Work?)

How to Make the IRS Leave You Alone if  
You Have No Money to Pay

Little-Known Strategy that Can Instantly  
Reduce your Tax Debt by as Much as 60%!

The New IRS Program that Makes it Easier  
than Ever to Settle your Tax Debts



wARnInG:

IRS PRoblemS have a way of  
RuInInG All ASPecTS of your life.  

They take a toll on you  
fInAncIAlly, emoTIonAlly  

And PHySIcAlly.  

You can never really Run AwAy fRom THem  
because they AlwAyS come bAck  

each morning when you wake up! 

When you owe the IRS money, you’re always wondering if  
TodAy mIGHT be THe dAy when the IRS shows up  

at work, your home or your business; or if today might be  
the day the IRS decides to levy youR bAnk AccounT  

or GARnISH youR PAycHeck.   
This is a heavy load to bear every day!  

Listen! The only way to solve your IRS problems is to  
face them head-on and to have a PlAn of AcTIon.  

No more procrastinating, no more delaying and  
no moRe PReTendInG that the problem doesn’t exist! 

This may sound blunt. But if you do nothing about your IRS problems,  
that’s exactly what will happen - noTHInG! 

Disclaimer: The information herein is not intended to provide advice for any specific situation and does not create an attorney-client relationship.  
If you need legal representation,  please contact my office.
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As you read every word of this short 
report, you will begin to feel a sense of 
relief knowing that there is a way out 
of your IRS problems.
Just imagine what it would be like to 
wake up every morning knowing that 
the IRS is finally out of your life. You 
no longer have to worry about what 
the IRS might do next to collect what 
you owe. How about a good night’s 
sleep for a change… knowing that the 
IRS will no longer be able to threaten 
you and take everything that you’ve 
worked so hard for? This is what you 
want, isn’t it?
But before anything else, here’s a 
WORD OF WARNING:  Almost 
30 million taxpayers are suffering from 
IRS problems.  So you are not alone… 
although it might feel like that at 
times.
If you are one of the millions of people 
who are in debt to the IRS and a tax 
lien has been filed against you or your 
property, note that a recorded lien is a 
matter of public record. So there is a 
good chance that you are now being 
bombarded with all kinds of marketing 
materials from different companies 
offering you their services.  

See How You Can 
Easily Learn  

How to Solve your  
IRS Problems  

thE  Right  Way



Taxpayers Beware!
In case you are not aware, there are a lot of unscrupulous companies 
out there who hire salespeople to try to get you to fork out your  
hard-earned dollars while making you promises that sound too good to 
be true  (because they often are!).  Most of these people are unlicensed 
and are not even qualified to give you legal advice. Without knowing 
anything about your situation, they will tell you right away that you 
can settle with the IRS “for pennies on the dollar”. 
While it is true that tax debts can sometimes be drastically reduced 
in negotiating with the IRS, there is a specific formula that the IRS 
uses in making this determination and it is not based on some set 
percentage of what you owe. I will go back to this later. But for now, I 
just want you to be aware that there are a lot of predators out there who 
want to take advantage of other people’s unfortunate situation.
OK, let’s cut to the chase...
I know your time is valuable and so is mine, and so I will not waste 
either.  You may not have heard this before but the truth is that EVERY 
IRS PROBLEM HAS A SOLUTION.
That’s right!  It’s possible to solve ANY IRS problem including yours 
but let me be candid in saying that what will work best in a given 
situation is not necessarily the option that the taxpayer WANTS TO 
ACCEPT.
Let me explain.
Generally, IRS problems fall under one of 2 categories:
 A. You are behind on filing some tax returns and/or
 B. You have an outstanding bill from the IRS that you can’t pay.
If you have one or several un-filed tax returns, the first thing that you 
need to do is to get caught up.  There is no way around this. Keep in 
mind that if you’re not even caught up on all your filings, as far as the 
IRS is concerned, you have not made enough effort to get back on track 
with the IRS so why should they even talk to you? Filing late returns 
shows good faith on your part. How can you find a solution if you don’t 
even know what exactly you’re dealing with? Filing all required returns 
should be your first step to determine your total tax liabilities.

Here’s One Mistake you Should  
Avoid that Could Make your 
Situation EvEn  WoRsE!
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Find Out What the IRS 
Knows About You
If you are so far behind that you don’t 
even know what returns you’re missing, 
it’s a good idea to obtain your tax 
transcripts from the IRS.  Call them 
and ask them to send you a record 
for all the years in question. If you’re 
in doubt what tax years or periods are 
in question, it may be a good idea to 
ask for more years or more periods to 
make sure you get it all.
Once you have your IRS transcripts, 
you will be able to see your history of 
filed returns, payments made, any liens 
filed, etc. Obviously, if you owe the 
IRS money, the transcripts also show 
how much you owe for what tax year. 
Don’t stress over it for now.  The goal 
in getting your transcripts is to find 
out what the IRS has on you so that 
you know exactly what you have to 
deal with in getting your tax problems 
resolved.
OK, once you’re caught up on all your 
filings and you now know exactly how 
much you owe the IRS, what’s next?  



Here are some possible solutions:

1. Reduce the tax liability by doing an offeR in compRomise:  This is the 
infamous “pennies on the dollar” program you may have heard about.  Under 
this program, the IRS may accept less than what you owe as payment in full. 
This program has rigid qualification criteria, and most taxpayers simply do 
not qualify. As I stated earlier, don’t be fooled by a salesman on the phone 
guaranteeing you that you will qualify for this option.
Now, if you do qualify for this option, here’s the good news: How much less will 
the IRS settle for?  Usually A LOT LESS but it all depends on your income, 
expenses and your assets. The less income and assets you have, the better. 
Once the IRS agrees to the settlement, your IRS nightmare is over and you get 
your life back provided that you don’t make the same mistakes that got you into 
tax trouble in the first place.
I would like to add that in the event that you do not qualify for an Offer in 
Compromise, it may still be possible to drastically reduce what you owe by asking 
for a “penalty abatement”. This means asking the IRS to cancel all the penalties. 
Did you know that as much as 60% of your tax debt could be penalties that the 
IRS has added to the original tax amount?  I know this sounds ridiculous but it’s 
true. The IRS has specific grounds on which you may file an application to get 
penalty relief and if your application is granted, you can get the overall amount 
of your tax debt reduced.

2. negotiate a payment plan (installment agReement):  The most common 
resolution option, this allows you to make affordable monthly payments to the 
IRS to pay back taxes.  These payment plans can have variable payments based 
on seasonal income if necessary. In some cases, you may not even have to pay 
back the entire amount you owe, but simply make payments until the statute 
of limitations expires on the debt (This is called a “partial payment installment 
agreement”).

3. have the taxes declaRed “uncollectible”:  If you lack the financial 
resources to repay your tax debt, it may be possible to get your tax accounts into 
an uncollectible status.  The IRS will review your situation periodically to see if 
your financial situation improves.  This status can last for one or more years, and 
the IRS will leave you alone while you remain in this status.
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4. file bankRuptcy to wipe out some oR all of the taxes owed:  In 
some cases, personal income tax can be discharged or wiped out in a Chapter 7 
bankruptcy.  To be eligible for a bankruptcy wipeout of taxes owed, there are 3 
rules: (a) The income taxes in question are at least 3 years old as of the date of 
the bankruptcy filing (b) Tax returns were timely filed by you or if not, it should 
have been at least 2 years since they were filed, and (c) The taxes should not have 
been assessed in the last 240 days. 
These are the basic rules to obtain a discharge of the taxes owed. However, to get 
a court determination that the above requirements are satisfied, you need to file 
an adversary proceeding in bankruptcy court to let the judge review your taxes.
In other cases where taxes cannot be wiped out in Chapter 7, they can be paid 
through a Chapter 13 repayment plan. In Chapter 13, the penalties and interest 
stop accruing on the date of filing and in a lot of cases, the amount owed can be 
reduced. 
To find out whether or not bankruptcy is a good option for your situation, you 
need to speak with a knowledgeable and experienced bankruptcy attorney who 
can explain this to you in more detail.

5. pay the iRs the entiRe amount:  This option is pretty straightforward. If you 
have the money, why not just pay the IRS and get them out of your life?  People 
with substantial assets or income normally do not qualify for any of the other 
options so this may be the only thing they can do to make the IRS leave them 
alone. 
For those who have no assets or income, sometimes they can borrow the money 
to just pay the IRS in full so they will often refinance their mortgage, borrow 
against their  retirement plan or get a loan from friends or family. If you are 
reading this guide, most likely you don’t fall under this category.

6. do nothing: You can’t “squeeze blood out of a stone” as the saying goes, so if 
you own nothing and don’t even have a job, you may be tempted to just ignore 
your IRS problems since you are what they call “judgment proof ”. However, 
if you have a job, a business, a bank account, a home or any other assets, doing 
nothing means that IRS can just have its way with you and take whatever you 
have. I am sure this is not the kind of life you want to live!



Imagine the IRS attacking even your pension, 
retirement or social security check!
The IRS leaves no stone unturned in its never ending quest to collect all taxes, 
penalties and interest.  Sure, people think the IRS can’t or won’t levy retirement 
funds.  They hope that when they get old, the IRS will forget about them and 
how much they owe the IRS.  
Trust me: The IRS never forgets!  They just keep adding penalties to what you 
owe each day until they find you, your money or your income source. Then it’s 
payday for the IRS!
Taxpayers with IRS problems can never build up retirement funds or assets! 
You’ll always be looking over your shoulder for the IRS.  This usually means you 
have to work until you die.  You’ll have no opportunity to save up for the days 
when you can’t or don’t want to work anymore.
There is no end in sight!
You just get up every morning with this incredible large problem on your 
shoulders.  Most people around you don’t know what you’re going through.  You 
just keep going but you know in your heart that doing nothing about your IRS 
problems is not going to make them go away.

Having IRS Problems Gets Old!
OK, there you have it. I just gave you a short summary about the usual options 
that people have when dealing with IRS problems. Of course, every case is 
different so there is no “one size fits all” solution. But chances are that your 
situation will fall under one of the above scenarios. 
You just have to find out which one is best for you so you can get the IRS out 
of your life!
See, there can be no real rest and relaxation until your IRS problem is completely 
solved.  It’s hard to keep a good job or get your credit report cleaned up when the 
IRS continues to issue federal tax liens and wage levies.
Without a bank account, it’s difficult to cash your checks or even pay your utility 
bills.  Even if you’re lucky enough to have a bank account, you always have to 
worry about the IRS wiping out all of your money without notice.
Some taxpayers with IRS problems have nothing but a few assets they want to 
hang on to… and then the IRS pulls out all the stops by seizing everything that 
they can.  Do not underestimate any IRS employee’s ability to follow through 
on the threat of seizure.
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What’s the next step to fix my IRS problems?
Your next step is to DECIDE to end your IRS problems. You need to pick a day 
(toDay is a good day) when you decide that enough is enough and that you are 
going to finally do something about your IRS problems.
Our firm specializes in ending the misery of IRS and other debt problems!  As 
I discussed above, there are many possible ways to end your problems but they 
all require that you take the first step.
No one can help you until you decide to help yourself.
We will do all the talking to the IRS.  We also handle all the meetings and 
communications with the IRS.  If you have some un-filed tax returns, we will 
advise you to file old tax returns to get you in current compliance with the IRS.  
As I already explained above, the IRS will not negotiate with anyone unless they 
are current with all required filings.  
Once all your old tax returns are filed, then the IRS will at least listen.  If you 
qualify, we will help you cut a deal to pay less than what you owe.  And in case 
you don’t qualify for an “Offer in Compromise”, we will see if you can at least 
have the IRS reduce the penalties.

What Do I Need to Do?
The laws have changed over the years - there are laws to protect taxpayers 
nowadays.  Years ago, you were just at the mercy of the IRS.  But now you have 
a chance to get your life back.  
You could opt to represent yourself before the IRS. Some people do go that 
route.  But representing yourself before the IRS is like going to court without a 
lawyer.  I wouldn’t recommend that. Or, you can hire someone that knows all the 
ins-and-outs and navigates the IRS maze on a daily basis.  You can hire someone 
who knows how to protect you and your rights.  Once you take that first big 
step and decide you are done with sleepless nights, you  need to make the second 
biggest decision - Hire a competent professional who cares about you and is an 
expert taking on the IRS.  
We at RJB Law Offices, Inc. are experts in tax resolution and we help taxpayers 
with their IRS Problems so that they can be relieved of all the stress and worries 
that the IRS is causing in their lives.



We Free You From IRS Harassment!
What could be better than not having the IRS stalking and harassing 
you with letters, phone calls and appearances at your front door?  You 
might wonder how we do that.  Once you sign a Power of Attorney, a 
document that says we are representing you, they are not allowed to contact 
you directly any longer.  Just like that, you are free from the nightmare of 
being harassed!  The next calls we make are to release the Bank Levies 
and Wage Garnishments against you.  Again, you may be wondering 
how it is possible for us to do that.  See, when the IRS knows that an 
experienced, competent tax resolution attorney is working on your case, 
they know you are serious about resolving your tax problems.  We are 
like an armored shield protecting you. We are the tax resolution “boots-
on-the-ground” battalion.  We do all the talking to the IRS; we handle 
all of the phone calls, correspondence, meetings, and negotiations, so you 
don’t have to!

Here’s How We Help You Get Your Life Back
As I pointed out above, some people don’t even know what returns need to 
be filed or what they really owe.  Their personal or business bookkeeping 
and recordkeeping is a mess or non-existent.  After we register our Power 
of Attorney with the IRS, the second step we take is to get all your 
IRS tax records from the IRS to see where you stand. After that, with 
your help, we prepare all your delinquent income tax returns and get 
them filed with IRS.  And lastly, we negotiate the best possible resolution 
that permanently resolves your IRS difficulties. That may mean doing an 
Offer in Compromise, a properly structured Payment Plan, Currently 
Not Collectible Status, Penalty Reduction and more.
Most of this takes place without you ever coming to our offices. We live 
in a day and age where technology makes it easy for us to represent you 
no matter where you reside. Of course, you can always come to our offices 
if you prefer, we will do whatever is more convenient for you.   
Believe it or not, there are new laws that have gone into effect to help 
financially-strapped taxpayers today.  The IRS announced their “Fresh 
Start Initiative” which allows more taxpayers than ever before to settle 
up with the agency.  Now is the time to take advantage of these less 
stringent, more flexible programs before the IRS changes its mind again.
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The BIG Deal
Everything I mentioned: The Power of Attorney, Getting your Tax Transcripts 
from the IRS and filing all your back taxes - this is all in preparation for 
the Big Deal - we want to see if you are qualified for the IRS’s Offer and 
Compromise program - that’s where you pay the IRS less than you owe.  
Usually A LOT LESS than you owe! There are ways to negotiate with the 
IRS with the opportunity to reduce your tax debt, penalties and interest 
substantially.  
But as I already explained, the IRS won’t negotiate with us, or help you, if 
you don’t have all your legally required income tax returns filed.   And it’s not 
like the IRS has gotten nicer - it’s because they want to collect something 
even if you don’t have anything!  They would much rather give you a break 
than collect nothing. BUT - they always try to get as much as they can 
first.  The IRS’s Offer in Compromise (or “settlement program” as it’s more 
commonly known) is complex, time consuming, tedious and requires someone 
knowledgeable enough to call the IRS’s bluff when they’re not following 
their own rules and regulations and want you to pay a much higher amount 
than you should. You need an expert that knows how to preserve your rights!  
We help people reduce the amount they owe the IRS including getting 
penalties and interest removed.  When I say settle, I mean completely- 100%!  
Once the IRS has accepted the amount you offer and you pay the reduced 
amount, then the IRS releases all Federal Tax Liens.  Your IRS nightmare is 
over and you get your life back. 
And even if you don’t qualify for an offer in compromise, we still might be 
able to help you reduce the penalties and set up a payment plan that you can 
afford and get the IRS off your back.  

But You Need to Take the First Step!
It’s now up to you!   Call and schedule a FREE CONSULTATION and 
we can go over all the ways we can help you.  All matters discussed will be 
strictly confidential.  The consultation is FREE so you have nothing to lose. 
This could be a big turning point in your life for you to get rid of your IRS tax 
problems once and for all. Pick up the phone as soon as you’re done reading 
this - I assure you that you won’t regret it.

Call my office today at 866-477-7772 to set up  
an appointment for a FREE* Consultation.

*Limited slots available. Call right away!
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Client Testimonials

I would like to take a  
moment to say that I am  

truly grateful for your  
professional and personal  
assistance in this matter.

“ “

Thank you from the heart.  
I know from this point on I can  

see a more secure and solid  
financial future for me. From day 
one, I’ve always been so impressed 

by the way you and your staff 
handled my case. The experience, 
honesty and integrity of your law 
firm have helped me and many 
others get the chance to build a 

better financial future. You are truly 
the No. 1 most trusted law firm...  
I highly recommend your services  
to all my friends, family members 

and relatives who may in the  
future need your services.

“

“

I just want to thank you  
for helping me through this  

difficult time in my life.  
The harassing phone calls have 

stopped and my life is  
finally moving forward.

“ “
Additional Locations:
Pasadena & Cerritos


